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into action, but also the close inter-connexioi* of the
essential and vital experiences.
 (2)	If all children were more or less alike an all-round
education should result in all-round men—with emotions
checked by thought and will on tiptoe to carry out desires.
But temperaments vary so greatly, early experiences have
such lasting and unknown effects that individual study of
children becomes more and more important and self-train-
ing essential.    Only the man himself knows the strength of
Ms emotions, the horrible inaccuracy and awful chasms in
his knowledge, the multitudinous times his will fails to
carry out the dictates of his mind.   He alone can take his
education in hand and, from the first possible moment,
this self-education should begin.   Any educational practice
that does not allow for the necessity is hopelessly at fault.
Education that is not primarily self-education cannot in
the long run profit a man.
 (3)	The third essential condition is to ensure that children
are brought up in a suitable human and physical environ-
ment, and so important is it that a child should live in
healthy surroundings, have the right kind of food, sufficient
exercise and change, adequate sleep and warmth, that if
one might only choose one reform—that of homes or schools
—even teachers would be tempted to vote for homes.
Homes here means far more than housing, though how the
average hard-worked mother is to bring up her children
cleanly and healthily in conditions that would appal the
mother with a greater income passes my comprehension.
The good home also stands for friendly understanding and
patient help, no undue tampering with a child's sensitive
unorganized emotional life, either by excess of petting or
of terrorizing, plenty of occupations, many opportunities
for self-education and for helping others.   Such conditions
are often fully satisfied in very poor homes, while every
one is ignored in homes where the material conditions of
lite are ideal.

